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I conceal the left black margin of the webpage that is the source page by minimizing the 
internet browser window and bringing it toward the left, also to conceal the frontloading 
that is contained on the source page beneath the target number. 

Target number 8001-9786

INITIAL STAGE

This one feels very soothing, there is pink red color, something soft like a big pink hairy 
fluffy pillow, it feels feminine, it is rather large and round, it is a female. 

There is a hard stone floor underneath us, the claws will scratch and screech against it if 
scraped against it. 8001 describes the soft pink feminine pillow creature, 9786 describes the 
physical surroundings. 

The floor is stone, cold, barren, lifeless and uncaring. The claws on the animal's paws 
scrape against the stone floor when it walks on it. The floor is therefore not liked, there is 
therefore no intimate connection of fondness that the animal she could feel toward the 
floor. This creature can be picked up by a human by the human's hands, it then seems 
therefore like an orange brown cat. 

We are soothed here, we are feeling relaxed. It is calm and peaceful here, and the feeling is 
very feminine. There are glasses on a person. 

6 is something yellow that is like a stick of butter that is brought down from above and 
down toward the floor for the hairy animal which feels a bit alarmed to see it, which stares 
at it with an intensity in its eyes. 

The animal feels nonchalant, soothed, easy, comfortable, and entitled. There is some 
arrogance in her emotions, she behaves herself like a queen, entitled and self important. 
She likes to feel comfortable. 

Soft body soft paws fur. Hairy creature. Pink rose color perhaps that is the nose. It likes to 
be aware of its feet and for the feet to not feel any water under the paws. Warm here. Very 
soft and delicate but there is a person inside this so it is a lifeform a human or an animal. 
This creature it likes itself, it is fond of itself. The hairs are very fine and thin and stand out 



in many directions making it look like a hairball. The hairs are not coarse or thick they are 
thin fine hairs. 

Soft red pink fur. A hairball. Very delicate and feminine. Pink color. There is a little pink nose 
like that of a cat. All this from 8001. 

Let's look at 9786 because both sides of the target number are of equal importance in 
identifying the target identity. Hands of a human touching this animal under its hairy belly 
as if to pick it up. The target is a cat. It is all soft here. Soft and comfortable. 6 again is the 
yellow stick of butter. 

SECONDARY STAGE
4:27 AM. 

Probe soothing feminine feeling: Coming from a warm red breathing pink fur ball it is a hairy 
animal with brown hairs and also some pink color in it. Very delicate and soft and feminine 
soothing. 

Probe soothing feminine feeling some more: It is always wary and cautious about its paws, 
cautious about what the underside of its paws touches against, careful to always make sure 
that it is not stepping on any water. As if they live with the fear of drowning. Fur and fine 
hairs. 

Probe pink red color: It is the pink nose of the animal. 

Probe soft hairy furball: It is warm inside it in its core, not as warm further out at the 
individual hairs. This is an entitled feminine creature. Very proud and aware of itself, 
arrogant and regal and self entitled. 

Probe hard stone floor: The cat doesn't like standing on it. It feels cold and hard underneath 
its feet. There is the warm yellow stick of butter on the floor next to us, I can see it from 
here. We cannot go anywhere up because of our own weight down against the floor. 

Probe claws that scrape against stone floor: It feels rather unpleasant. And also we cannot 
climb up anywhere. 

Probe human with hands: It (cat) was posed for a photograph. 

Probe glasses on a person: Aware of what is on the floor. 

Probe yellow stick of butter on the floor: It is sticky and pasty and can be smeared around. 
Is it cat food? 

All initial elements have been probed, now probe target site freely and go to target site. 

I want to look at the yellow butter: It is greasy. It makes a gelatinous sound. Taste it: It 
tastes like candy gummies in my mouth, sweet like a treat. It is blue and hard around it like 
underneath it perhaps a plate. An animal is sitting on all four paws on the floor in front of 



this yellow meal and is leaning its head down toward the yellow gunk looking at it and 
feeling rather pleased, in this image it was a large cat of gray color the size and appearance 
and look of a lynx. 

Probe lynx from that SE impression: It wants to see the yellow thing slide if it uses its paws 
to pull some off towards it, to watch how it moves if it is still alive, to test it first with the 
paw before bringing it closer toward the mouth. 

Thin hairs: There is saliva coming down from the mouth of this animal, and the sharp teeth 
that look like cat's mouth. There are eyes on the hairy creature, the eyes are yellow like cat 
eyes. 

Paws, hands or legs: The throat comes first. This animal it likes to be petted on the top of 
its head, as I move my hands along its body, it feels good when someone pats it on the top 
of the head. It likes to move fish around with its paws first before eating them, to test them 
how they are moving if they are a harm to its mouth (so that is why cats play with their 
food!). 

Yellow stick of butter tastes sweet like sugar candy. There is a hand or a paw at it. 

Investigate the body of the animal closely, pat around to find the legs and if it has a tail: It 
purs when I touch it. It likes to eat the sweet tasting candy. It looks at and plays with the 
food first before eating it to make sure it won't harm its mouth when eaten. I see a gray 
lynx. 

The blue platter with yellow gelatinous food was placed down on the floor by a human's 
hand. 

Investigate the food, taste it, touch it, look at it from all elements: The animal feels warm. 
Top view finds the warm hairy red body that is breathing. 

Reach toward target feedback page photograph: There is a red log standing upright on the 
floor. Those are the legs of the puma cat. I can also from here smell the cat, a wonderful 
musky fragrance of the animal. It is a regal animal it feels regal to itself. 

So we think we have an animal's body, we should now try to confirm that as well as identify 
the species. If it is a body, try to go inside the body to find organs and life: There is venom 
inside one of its glands on the inside of its body, perhaps this is a gall bladder or that this is 
a gland which is antiseptic to the meats that it eats. It contains a green ball shaped pouch 
venom gland inside its body. Soft, warm, and red. I now caught the strongest whiff of the 
smell of urine! A super clear scent, the scent became perfectly real as an experience to my 
nose as if I was smelling it with the nose instead of bypassing the nose in the brain! 

It likes to eat fish. 

It is a proud and regal creature. It likes to lick its paws. It doesn't like the feeling of water 



underneath its paws. The yellow food has been set down for it to eat, the cat first watches 
it to make sure that it is not moving. 

Wave hands at target site go into numbers on source page: I run into a soft warm red body. 
And it doesn't try to scratch me and it doesn't get chased away. I see the red tongue of a 
cat in between its sharp teeth. It can chew bones with its teeth to break the bones in its 
mouth. It is rather pleasant and it likes itself. 

It doesn't like water. 

Try to probe whether the body is a cat or a human: No the mouth is different than a human 
mouth, the mouth is more narrow. And also the smell is more like that of a cat. 

5:08 AM End of session. 

Out of gestalts land, water, mountain, structure, lifeform, energy
Choice: Lifeform
soft, pink, red, hairy, fluffy, female, stone floor, paws, claws, cat, animal, yellow food, fur, 
hairs, brown, pink nose, yellow eyes, sweet candy, blue plate, lynx, puma, gray cat, 

Feedback: The target is a canyon mine. I rate this session as a fail. There is not a single 
element or impression in my report consistent with the target feedback. 

8001-9786
ELEMENTS LISTING

IE. Soothing feminine feeling. 

IE. Pink red color. 

IE. Soft like a big pink hairy fluffy pillow, rather large and round, is feminine. 

IE. Hard stone floor underneath us. 

IE. Claws on paws, scratch and scrape and screech against stone floor if scraped against the 
stone floor. 

IE. A human can pick up this animal with the human's both hands, the animal therefore 
seems like an orange brown cat. 

IE. Glasses on a person. 

IE. Yellow like stick of butter which is brought from above and down toward the floor and 
the hairy animal sees it and focuses on it with eyes. 
SE. Tastes sweet like candy gummies. Gelatinous. 



SE. Blue hard object underneath the yellow candy gum perhaps a plate. 

SE. Lynx, that size, color and appearance, was in front of the yellow meal looking at it. 

SE. Saliva from a cat's mouth, the teeth of a cat's mouth. 

SE. Yellow eyes on the hairy creature like cat eyes. 


